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Video Pool 48K Spectrum £5.95

A highly sophistic.! ted simulation of the game of pool

KLi.ir.inleed to losl voursV.ili .inj iud^eim-m to the limit. I he

smooth flicker free movement of the balls, accurate

calculation of the .hikI^jiiJ speed make this the best version

of pool available for the Spectrum.

BBS
CHESS

THETURK

OCP is CHESS- THETURK

Casino Royal 48K Spectrum £5.95

Roulette and Pontoon are the eU™.
the atmosphere of the real thing with the Currah

Microspeech l,,ulitv. Roulette is for up to six players. Full

table layout with superb wheel action. Teaches you roulette

and maybe will help you to win a fortune!

Pontoon also known as Blackjack is just you and the bank.

Superb graphics, and a pot of money is all you need to give

hours ofcndles- fascination.

HELI'keylAbarg.iir
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The use of home

under developed if

Home computers :hing

sadly neglected lo dale.
" :-recorded educational

this passive form of

leaching is not enough. Surely ii

is within the realms of possi-

bility, especially with cable Tele-

vision around the corner, thai

local TV stations could transmit

educational programmes re-

quiring a more active and

within ihe home or from
schools and colleges.

Children are naturals with

computers and educationalists

should take advantage of this.

It is better to look at a TV

Thomas LayroD, Salford

If you wish lo gel on the

Sntipbux ifnd us a teller and we
Kill do our best lo prim your

fBBC~

lAMSTRAD

I SPECTRUM k 1 :il(ln plays the Open

/COMMODORE ==

Argus Speciofisf Publico (ions ltd.

No. 1 Golden Squore, tone/on W1R 3A8. 01-437 0626
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BASIC LIVING Barker/Jon Wedge



SILVER RANGE... Seeing

CHICKIN CHASE Arcade
dlife

^^^^^j^^H

SB
ESTRA Arcade MICROCOSM
Recover Ihe sacred slalue ot Estra the Addi
Snake God

VIKING RAIDERS War Game RUN BABY HUN
A lesl of strategy against Ihe computer or Multi-ca
friends

THE HACKER Arcade/ Strategy
odem, telephone network

airframe



is believing £2.50 each

CIRCUS CIRCUS Arcade

Tw.nl, ci.c .nojiio.se

-11 <! 1 1
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FIREBIRD SILVER CATALOGUE

COMMODORE 64

01 5 MR. FHEEZE
01 7 BOOTY

042 SHORTS FUSE 01 e EXODUS
04 4 SUBSUNK

THEWILDBUNCH

038ESTRA
032 SUBSUNK
034 THE HELM
038 CHICKIN CHASE
041 CIRCUS CIRCUS

014 MR. FREEZE
005 DUCK!
022ESTRA
023 THE HACKER

031 SUBSUNK
033THEHELM
ii ,i: SHORTS FUSE

002 MICKEY THE BRICKY 043 FAHRENHEIT 3000

030 THE HACKER

BOOTY Arc

Twenty hold full of pirale loot

«ip
ill is

IBri wt

MAIL ORDER

Please stale name of game (and machinel I

Enclose crossed chegue/PO made payabh

All offers are subject to availability Orders a

All prices inclusive of VAT and postage.

MAIL ORDER: 'FREEPOST FIREBIRD,
WELLINGTON HOUSE,
UPPER ST. MARTIN'S LANE.
LONDON WC2H 9BR

d numbers required.

d FIREBIRD SOFTWARE,
despatched promptly

SHORTS FUSE Arcade 'St ra Ieg y
Sam Short secrel agent versus Ban:

WE-
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it promises

Tlii Niiiuuhiy Words E
1

' -;nl1fy offendi
; before [hey i

Tim Clark son, who is in

charge of the project explained

how lhe new verbal watchdog

L whole of lhe le

and put in an abeyance fi

[ Later lhe messages arc checked

r by lhe operator to see

whether it's safe for ihcm li> be

released."

A teething problem with the

Naughty Words editor is that it

The modem manuf
cle Technology has produced
n advanced communications
ackage for the BBC computer

called Databeeb.
The ROM based intelligent

variety of systems including lelesof! ware down-loa.
Prestel, Micronel. bulletin- capabilities,

boards, telex and user-user The price of £29.90 (inc. UK
delivery) includes a user

_J
notable features are function key guide.



,
player >ption and true penal- THh

Software Update
ties. If

fouling

oi! pla> dirty and keep
!.-. oiipi'-iiion you are

likely . find youiscll" in .1

Ariolasofi has been making a
right song-and

IX"
i rial '• lakin!

latest release Skyfox. The game 1 far. The game should

is a realistic combat simulation be !!, i: e -1 ops now and is for

whith has you flying your the Cfrt

Skyfox fighler around taking The
on boili plains and tanks. :. :

.
:-

The disc version will be now be .:.

available first, but Frank Tomb of Knslafc it is a graphic
Bru tiger of Ariola suggests that

the cassette version should be

ready in August. The graphics

are good and [he movement
'

'"'
'-

.

from air to ground quite

smooth. A number of flight and
[Tghi Fam are likely 10 be
enthralled.

Whilst we are on lite subject

reirase
8
from^Anirog! Five*

side Football, includes the

singing of the crowdj
The game also teatures a two

r*
yF<

? p >

I

T^^Wr^m

Climb that ladder!



Both interfaces and
the new Joycard
are assessed in this

week's reviews.
There are products

for atl pockets

in this batch of

goodies

QC
O
to

<

: side is often fusl a

maiter of how much you're

prepared to pay for a nicely

designed ease.

Still, after a bit of thought,

and half a packet of chocolate
digestives, it occurred to me
thai the three new interfaces 1

had to review covered the range
from the basic, no frills

number, to the more expensive

end of [he market with every-

thing bin the kitchen sink

attached,

It's a pleasure to say. from
the start, [hat all three are well

designed and constructed,
which is something thai you
can't say for some of the others

around. They all Hi the
Speccy's peripheral port nice

and snugly, and there's no
"give", .so you don't put any

modi;, if-itii; ihe switch or

front of the case. Then, one
lime press all the comhinul

of keyboard controls rcqi

for the game you want to
[

and, as you do this, manipulate
the joystick into the correspoi

ding positions for controllir

the game. If, for example, ye
wanted 10 program the interface

for JSW. you would have to

press each of the controls for

left and right movement whilst

simultaneously moving the joy-

stick handle left and right.

Then, if you wanted Willy to

jump to the left or right, rather

than just walking, you would
again move the joystick left and
right, but this time with the

joystick's fire hutton pressed to

:idd the jumping effect.

This did, at first, seem very

Tiddly and it took me ages to

program the interface Tor

Knightlorc (which requires

1 for I

robusl enough enough 10 stand

up to the wear and tear of hours

of zapping.

Starting with the least expen-
sive of the three, we come to the

new Kempsion Joystick Inter-

face. This is a new version of
what is now (more or less) the

standard interface Tor the

Spectrum, and is, therefore,

majority of Spectrum software.

It has been redesigned to make
it look more suitable for use

with the Spectrum Plus, and
simply offers a single joystick

res), t

hang ol programming the joy-

stick and can now get it ready 10

piny just about anything in only

Finally, weighing in at

£18.75, is the Kempsion Pro
Joystick Interface, This one has

got everything (in fact, it may

upwards.

Sinclair Psion games, as 11 el

a short program to lest

interface front BASK, hot I

1

which arc good ideas, and
nice 10 see that kenqhtoi

these details.

9.95. i fairly b

good as anything tlsc

tile under HO range.

Nest up, at 116.81, is l!

Siotiechip Programmable Ink
luce, Equipped with a smi

[.ED on/off indica

standing horizontally,

Taccs you when in use

be programmed" foi

absolutely all Spectrum soft

ware. Obviously this is worth

•.[.itularJ and provide the p
biiity of two players ha
joysticks plugged in simu

Between ihem. these 1

sockets must surely pre

compatibility with just aboul
any piece of software on the

fiddly preparations required by
a programmable interface —
you jus! plug in and go. Again

iih

quires a litlle effort froi

To program the interfile

Spectrum (mainly

.hole day just to track d
half a dozen pieces of software

on ROM in order [o tesi tht

on Ihe interface. Of eour
once 1 plugged the ROMs
they all loaded instantly and
worked perfectly, but sir

there is so litlle ROM soliwi

aboul — and what there is co

that Ihe inclusion of a ROM
sockcl on an interface is really

very useful, especially sjril

product.

If Kempsion was to produce
of the Pro with just

£15, then thai would
be unbeatable value. A
stands, it is good value for 1

it offers, but with the ROM
socket it simply offers a Tcalurc

thai very lew people will need.

Of et

iclated by the amounl of

money you've got spare, but

e you buy, I doubt
isnppoinled l>\ ant

rTTTTP

BUM
Price: 116.81

Manufacturer: Sionechip Elcc-

In addition to all this, Ihe Pro
also has a socket lor ROM
cartridges. Frankly though. I'm
not sure why this feature was
included, after all. ROM based

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 9 July 1985



The ji

sr the last few years,

changing from a crude twiddly

little thing lo the large, pistol-

gripped, self-centering, micro-

switched variety, which we see

today. Despite these changes it

still consists of a base and a

handle, which often take up a

_ it deal of desk space. The
Joy Card from Hudson Soft is a

radical departure from this

standard format but it does

: of which :

n Ihesur-
two fire-

a 3cm wide octa-

gonal plate. It can be connected

ny micro which accepts the

-way D-plug titling, eg.

Amstrad, Commodore, Atari

e size of the card encour-

_„„ a relaxed style of play as

the whole thing fits comfortably

in (he palm of your hand. The
plate can be rocked

eight d

direction, assuming that the

game allows diagonal move-
ment. When playing space
invader- type games which use

only left, right, and fire, 1

found no problems and was

soon knocking out quite res-

pectable scores.

However when attempting to

play games which also allowed

vertical and diagonal move-
ment, 1 found that the small size

of the plaie was a hindrance.

Unless you consciously pressed

at the left, or right-hand, edges

of the plaie, your little chap
would jump up and down at the

most inopportune moments.
The Joy Card is a neat and

n hold iisritha

Publisher: Hudson Soft

Address: 26 Wycombe Gdns,

SHEKHANA COMPUTER SERVICES

s®
.. . at Harbin Shopping Centre

1

, Unit 11-12, 527-531 0*1ord St.,

Mirble Arch Tube Sir)

its el out shop which is open 7 days e week from 1 nam- 19.00.

HOMK COMl'l'lfNC WKEKl.l



Skyf,ox
Skyfox repre

step forward in 3-D graphic

motion and the quality htisio be

seen to be believed. Falling

more into the arcade action

field rather than flight simu-

more on eliminating the ln-

The scene is set with your
colony being invaded and you
must wipe out the enemy force

before they destroy your in-

accomplish your mission is the

hi-tech Skyfox war machine
which is bristling with five heat-

seeking missiles, five guided

missiles and unlimited laser

Commodore block graphics to

indicate ihe various types of
enemy craft and the colony's

installations Slaving the cursor

to one of these squares auto-

matically locks the autopilot

onto thai square and greater

detail can be revealed by select-

ing the zoom facility which
gives a more detailed picture of
what is happening in that parti-

For example, if you want to

know if an installation is under

attack simply select the square,

zoom in and you can see tanks,

planes and mot here raft in the

area. The installation will also

be shown with a status readout
which indicates the strength of
its protective shield. Once this

readout reaches zero the instal-

lation U destroyed.

After a quick check of the

bin (]l: Held siliiitlion the mission
can be started. The scene

changes to a view through the

planes cockpit with the expect-

ed array of indicators, the most

important being fuel and
shield levels. If either of these

reach zero then you're a dead

take fligl

h from the tube

the flrsi "

that you ni

scrolling graphics which scroll

in all three dimensions at once.

Usually the second thing that

strikes you is a volley of shots
liiiir, enemy tanks!

Skyfox is controlled by joy-
slick and speed can be selected

by pressing a number key or,

for a quick getaway, the after-

burners can be engaged which

for as long as the relevant key is

pressed. I found the after-

burners useful to get me out of
trouble in aerial dogfights

lack of
you at the c< e of a ring of

Fox.

Price: £12.95

merging planes spitting fire

ano making your shield level

drop like a stone (closely fol-

lowed by your Skyfox).

Each battle zone is shown on
your radar screen and, if you're
lucky, as [he game goes on you
will find it more difficult to

locate the enemy. This is where
the base computer comes in

again. As long as your base

remains intact the computer can
be used in flight by pressing a
key. This allows you to lock the

autopilot onto a chosen area.

The alternative is to switch to

autopilot which takes you to Ihe

nearest enemy forces, very

are two basic battlegrounds,

one above and one below the

clouds. To allow efficient

memory-use there is a cloud
base stretching from
1,000-10,000 feet, which means
your view from Ihe cockpit

turns white as the disc loads the

With five skill levels to

choose from and 15 battle

scenarios, the game should hold
Ihe interest for a very long lime

and the graphics will make you
want to dash out and buy a disc

drive jusl to run this game.

Publisher: Ariolasoft

Dynamite Dan
Despite having an extremely

naff title Dynamite Dan is or

of the most enjoyable platfori

games that I've played in son

It's not at all original. The
plot requires you to guide Dan
around the castle of Dr. Blitzen,

searching for sticks of dynamite
needed to blow open a safe con-
taining some stolen plans.

But what makes this game
stand out from so many o

'

JSW clones is the sheer business

of the games. All the 80

ladders and lifts, vario

:ofes m. telc-

:s barringvariety of deadly si

The graphics ai

Knight Lore league, but they

are very professional -
graphics are nice and large, and
smoothly animated. One little

design feature that 1 liked w
that when you collide with

sprite and lose a life, that sprite

is destroyed, leaving your path
clear to the next obstacle. This

means that you don't keep o:

losing all your lives on the sam
obstacle, and stops you getting

too frustrated by a particularly

difficult task.

As well as the dynamite, there

are a variety of other objects

that you can collect — food tt

boost your energy level, and tes

tubes which contain serums tha

add to your number of lives —
and of course, all are tucked
away in tricky little ci

My only doubt a

game, is that at £6.95 it

though
CJ.

Worship Si. London EC2A

WEEKLY 9 July 1985



Nick Faldo Plays The
Open

Icon driven games seem to be
popping out of the woodwork

first sports simulation I've seen

that uses them.
Before playing "The Open'. '

thought that a golT simulation

would probably turn out to be
quite boring. The sports which
usually lend themselves to com-
puter games tend lo be the

frantic, action-packed ones
such as football or tennis.

However, after a few holes it

actually turned out to be quite

enjoyable. It isn't an incredibly

exciting game, but il is absorb-
ing and quite challenging.

The icon menu offers a
choice of clubs, close up or dis-

tant views of the current hole,

strength of shot, and a rotating

icon that determines the angle

club that is wildly inappropriate

for the shot you are going to

play, then your 'caddy' will ask

if you are sure that's what you

Each hole has a set of stati-

stics accompanying it, including

a "par' score, and this ailds a
competitive edge to the game. 1

managed to get one hold down
in par, and then 1 was hooked.
The graphics are nicely done,

and the icon system is very

simple to handle {unlike the

systems used in some other

games). Like the real game,
'The Open' is addictive in a
quiet sort of way, and once

CJ.

Fearless Freddie

Any platform game wor
salt features liii' ilun -iir

hero either up and dow
screen or horizontally acr
l-'ciiilos.s Ircddie exploits

lifts.

.__ platforms, rescuing

become engulfed in flame.

In the true platform tradi-

tion, you must dodge the fire-

balls, collect the various ob-

jects, jump onto lifts and avoid

landing in a burning cauldron.

This is hardly original but the

graphics are quite nice and this

could have made a good value

game for the Dragon.
Unfortunately the whole

execution of the program is

exceedingly poor. The collision

detection routines are among
it t hi

Some of the objects arc pretty

large yet it did not always

register when I walked over one
of them. The quality of Kof

cleft

an awful lot to be desired

This is rather a shame, as the

setting and a few nice touches,

such as the thermometer, indi-

cated that the program had the

potential of being extremely en-

tertaining.

The program represents, lor

me, ail that is bad with budget
software. A number orsoftware
houses think that they can put

out any half-baked game at

£1.99 or £2.50. Just because the

product is cheap doesn'

shot fully

debugged and tested.

A disappointing product
made all the worse for the most
appalling music thai 1 have ever

heard on a computer game. The
tone-deaf renditions of Colonel

Bogey and When the Saints

were as painful to listen to as

the game was to play. C.G.

Publisher: Microdeal

£2EZMV

Battle for Midway

Commodore program — so

don't be misled by joystick re-

quired label on the instruction

manual — the cover correctly

stating joystick compatible.

Three levels and six game
speeds are offered. As the

manual suggests, this is an ex-

tremely complex war game de-

signed for the intellectual.

However, when the organisa-

tion and rules are eventually

learned, it is a fascinating brain

Battle for Midway puis you
in command of the United

States Pacific fleet on June 4th

1942, six months after the

Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbour. This battle was the

turning point of the battle for

the Pacific and a landing upon
Midway by the Japanese would
have provided a stepping stone

for them to attack Hawaii and
then the United States.

You are presented with a

large scale map showing an
over-view of your forces, with a

24-hour clock at screen top, a

white com-box controlled by
you, and coloured dotted lines

representing the three Japanese

fleets involved. Six keys give

access to information on the

combatant forces at gameslart,

with the game clock stopping.

With the com-box over indivi-

dual task forces gives detailed

reports on ships and aircraft.

Units can be moved, aircraft

launched and landed, as well as

used to search and make air

attacks. Of course, periodically

the Japanese will launch attacks

on you — the U.S. forces.

Unfortunately, the Japanese
have beaten me every time so

far, and Hirohito is President!

T.W.
Price: £9.95

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY '



Music Studio

One thing I've noticed about
AuiivLsion software is [hat in

spile of its high price, it's slick

and generally to a very high

standard.
This package reinforces this

view. It provides a complete
environment for the creation of
music. Whilst some knowledge
of music theory is necessary for

first class results, a music

"paintbox" is provided for the

In cither of the two operation

modes, you may use any one of
15 sounds, each with an identi-

fying colour. These sounds are

created by a sound engineering

screen which offers complete

control of all sound parameters.

The screen depicts an instru-

ment panel with sliders for the

adjustment of the sound para-

meters. To give a final polish to

your composition, you can vary

the sounds whilst the tune is

playing.

The main composer section

allows the creation of sound by

placing notes on two musical

iiaves which scroll

. The s]

the musical analogue of a word
processor allowing the copying,

editing and manipulation of the

score. The full range of note

types are supported and differ-

ent sounds can be identified by
the different colours of the

notes. At any time you can save

your composition and voice

settings or get a hard copy of

the score on your printer.

The music paint box func-

tions in a similar manner but

with less emphasis on musical

theory. In all modes, icons are

used with a joystick controlled

pointer for the selection of

This package bristles with

features and is really quite

amazing.. . R.W.

Popular Cfassfes

No, this is not a compendium of
those games which have hit the

software Charts but an addition

to Commodore's Music Maker.
The package consists of a
cassette and book. The book

well kno

needed for those pieces to be
played on your Commodore 64.

In addition, there are options

included in the program for you
to play along with the

Among the options available

is Concert mode. In this, the

My children loved

tnis part as they listened and
tried to spot the music from TV
adverts. Another option is

Single Key Mode — which
allows the user to play along by
just lapping out a rhythm on

Rehearsal mode eases you
through a selected piece; on
screen, a finger points at the

note and waits for you to play

before moving on to the next

note. This caused much hilarity

among the family as 1 played
The Hungarian Dance at my
speed and was rewarded at

appropriate intervals with

The program c

with the Music Maker t

board overlay but this is

essential as included in

accompanying leaflet

and a sense of achievement as

you play The Toreador's Song
or Eine Kleine Nacht Musik.

M.W.
Price: £9.99

Publisher: Commodore UK

Address: I Hunters Way,
Weldon. Corby, Norlhants

g2j

Tea Tlmo
After a few hours of playing

this little gem, 1 decided upon
the phrase, "excellent gi

naff title" as a summary.
The game is really t

separate games, but very well

linked together. You contr-'
-

teapot and in the first jj

must collect drops of tea as

fall from the sky. The sponge

mops up as many drops as it

and will also empty your pot if

you get close enough to it.
"

complete the game when
have collected 30 drops.

The second game has you
dodging the sugar cubes (!) :

they race down the screen a

"meleoroid dodge" and
whole generation of simili

games. Playing this for a i

time successfully, takes you
Onto the final stage, the larder,

where using lifts and platforms

you must collect all the tea th
"

is on the larder shelves a:

finally reach your goal, the t

a colletThe program i

of tried and tested games but i

addiciivcness comes from ''

excellent design. Once you r

finished these three screens, you
go Ik x- first oi

the additional

hammer marching across the

screen (someone saw Pink
Floyd's The Wall) which will

smash your pot if it connects.

Apart from the game's
progressive difficulty, the other

strong point that sticks out in

my mind is the graphics. They
may not be Ultimate standard,

but they are good by Dragon
standards and the degree of
surrealism which first found
computerised expression in

Manic Miner and its clones is

wonderful. Add to this bonus
excellent title page

IS SCHOOL.
|
"!W SOFTUflRE

Chemistry I /Biology 1

Though these tapes
]

percentage. In other words
the rather old hal quiz forn

Frankly, althogh the aut

has attempted to brigf

things up with the use a
selection of colours wi

sounds, together with an ra
cialing rendition of a cla

melody in a single voice,

whole thing is very dull. Neither

The score table sJ

right answers and five wrong

The message to tell you you're

the pits for scoring nothing
disappears before you can read

it. Sometimes, the box in which

the cursor and your at

supposed to appear isn't there,

and when you type i

answer, it appears in the middle
of the question! And to cap it

are spelling e

Tliis.

different subject;

can only be described

tionate. Appalling.

Price: £7.95 (each)

Publisher: School Soft

1" off.

program
lata for

price that

"n.M.

fVWiMif
r
S* ; '

;
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The press release accompanying
'

's game says thai it's "so
different you're going lo be

hard pushed lo do it justice!".

But it isn't, and I'm not.

In fact it's not at all different,

being just a maze game made
up of some 50 odd screens of

lillotincs, deadly spiders, and
i assortment of skulls, all

depicted using fairly blocky

graphics and a combination of
colours that are a bit of a strain

The game involves wandering
around Hell, in search of a

number of crosses needed lo

friend from eternal

damnation. The maze is fairly

siandard stuff, tarted up by

me gruesome graphics, but

_jl likely to dethrone Knight-

lore from the top of my all lime

favourites list . The maze is large

te fairly

challenging, though I found
some of the corridors too

vring in order to Cue at the

objects around me.
I think it's revealing thai

Triple Six seems to be concen-

trating on the gruesome aspect

(

of the game rather than on Ihc

quality of the game itself ("It's

gruesome... parenis
—'"

ItulIU
In the end, no amount of grizzly

graphics will be enough 10

convince me that this is any-

thing other than a fairly average

it £6.99' it's a bit expensive

for a game that is really rather
'

d. S.D

er: Triple Six

V. PO Box 190. Mail

trt mvi

The range of adventure games
available nowadays is enor-

mous. The scenarios range from

times. Some have hi-rcsolution

graphics, music and animation,

others incorporate arcade
shoot-ups as part of the

problem. Soto make its mark, a

new adventure has to be some-
thing special. Beatle Quest is

good but not special.

It is an all text adventure.

Quill and its claim

is its theme — The
Fab Four — John. Paul,

George and Ringo. To solve the

problems, ii helps lo delve back

into the words of the songs they

wrote which have become pan
of our pop-music heritage.

Ii rakes 12 minutes to load.

Then you are in a nostalgic

search for "various objects of
miereil lo return them to the

I'ci ... ng and you soon discover

that the "feeling you're being

lolloped" is a warning thai a
certain Maxwell Edison is after

>ou, silver hammer in hand.

Very soon you'll suffer the fate

o\ hi. sciiool-icacher.

Publishers, Number 9 Soft-

ware, offer two other titles in

Ihe same vein to form a trilogy

— A Day in the Life, Part 2 and
Across the Universe. But I can't

say that my appetite is suffici-

ently wetted that I'll be
looking out for them. I.J.

„»-22S-

Happy Hour
Happy Hour is an arcade/

simple. Visit as many pubs as

you can, drink as much beer as

you can, collect as much money
as you can — points are

awarded — whilsi avoiding the

law, Ihe punk, and sundry dogs,

bottles and cars etc. — until you
fall over or get arrested.

On the lefl of ihe screen is a

status panel showing the stale

of your head, the number of

hours utilised and Ihe number
of pints consumed, togelher

with the amount of money
found. For the princely sum or

50p you can activate a pub
locator which will tell you if

there is a pub in the adjoining

square. Don't catch the bf"
""

go into ihe wrong house
ever, you gel thrown ot

Although this isn't far awn*
from the plol of Pi-Eyed, if

still fun to play, but, by today'

budget game siandard. it's ..

dim 11 by graphics. True it's a

machine code, but the anim;

don's not quite right, it's a

rather flickery. screen changt

arc rather abrupt, the at tern pi

at perspective is off, and when
you enter a pub for a jar, Ihe

bar, and allendenl bar-maid

character.

Wobbly Wilf becomes more
and more difficult to control a;

he sinks more pints. Strangely,

no provision for ioysiicks \>.

made, and, perhaps I'm a

puritan, but would we he

amused by a game which

featured any other kind of

add ict gel l ing a fix? D.M.

Price: £1.99

Publisher: Scorpio Gamesworld

FuTii

A View To A Kill

games based on films/i

programs, A View To A Kill is

aciually quite good. Not great

but still pretty enjoyable.

The cassette includes ihree

games based upon scenes from

the film, plus an opening title

sequence similar to that at Ihe

Man 01" llond films.

The first game is a sort of 3-D

Paris, through which you drive

in order to catch May Day. The
graphics are competent, but Ihis

is probably ihe least compelling

of Ihe games.
The second, set in ihe I

ing Cily Hall, is a simple

driven adventure, in which you
have 10 save both Bond and his

henchpeison, Stacey from the

flames about 10 engulf the

building. Though the

system isr.'i as sophistical'

thai used in Beyond's Shadow-
Tire. ils novelty and vcrsalilily

make up for whai mighi 01'

wise tie a fairly standard h

the-object game.
But. my I'avmi'iit |i;mic ,'

Silicon Valley Mine. This c

bines two different types of

game lo produce a hybrid plat-

form game /icon driven adven-

ture. This is similar in many
ways lo ihe old Oracle's Cave
game, but is more sophis-

ticated. Running and jumping
through the cave network, you
search for a bomb lhat must be
defused. Bui you can also use

(he icon system which includes

climbing gear and disarmament

None of the games arc great

individually, but the "'

togeiher are good value.

Publisher: Domark

EEiEE2Er3!P
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Slide

Cast your mind back, aged
reader, lo Ihe Chri simasses of
your youlh. Forger the holly,
'

? sickly Christmas pudding
d concentrate on your stock-

ing. Do you remember getting a

slide puzzle usually consisting

ol IS little interlocked squares
with enher letters or numbers

1 them. One section of the
puzzle was empty allowing you
to slide the other squares
around creating either words or
numerical sequences.

Microdeal has computerised
such a puzzle and presented it

on ihe Dragon for a bargain
price of CI .99. On loading, you
are presented with a choice of
attempting the decimal slide

puzzle, the hexadecimal variant

_ it (he hardest

puzzle of the three — a map of
the USA

II three puzzles are set out
neatly on the now familiar

green background graphics
mode Moving the pieces
around the puzzle is simply a

rr of using the cursor keys
though 1 found the movement

fraction slow. The
:al puzzles consist of 40

individual squares making the

a brainteaser. I

failure though 1

e. With then; type

of puzzles the only solution is

time ar.d patience (well, that's

m) oxi-jie, anyway).
One fault is that there's no

n get back lo the options

i, This n
ic puzzle, you i

i'lil'li.-hir: Mirr.Hk'jl

Pit Fiend
Pit Fiend si arts well with
synthesized title music playing
melody and backing chords.

For anyone with a Dragon who
t variable beep

<f theimpicssiu'

Entertainer.

The game is rather similar to

Maziacs by Bug Byte which
found its way onto the ZX8I
and the Spectrum. Vou are a

character wandering around a

five-level dungeon searching for

pieces of a broken shield.

Avoiding the Pit Fiends, you
can go up or down various sets

of stairs, visiting all the levels.

If you gel close to a Pit Fiend
you can throw a knife at it,

striking it down immediately. 1

found the accuracy of these
weapons a little suspect. You
appear to have an unlimited

TOf k o lob ai

ghouls.

You can choose the colour
background. 1 found that good
old green background with red,

yellow and blue foreground
colour mode was the only one
that was truly playable, the

other two being rather painful

The game is loo easy to solve,

it took me just two tries before I

had collected all the pieces of
ihe shield without my oxygen
running out. On completing
one shield, you start the game

In conclusion, a fair game,
but not really exciting or
variable enough to make it a
worthwhile purchase even at

this price. CG.

Price: £1.99

Publisher: Microdeal

Address: 41 Truro Road, St

Austell, Cornwall _

last strolled by the seaside and
were lured by those arcade
machine halls with names like

Palace of Fun and Penny Falls?

Inside, perhaps as a refuge from
the n mpted t

gamoic some oi your hard-
earned cash in the vain hope
of increasing your spending
power? And ihe most enduring
of these has always been the
nue mined bandit.

It has a hypnotic power of its

own with the ability to keep you
performing a hopeless task —
accumulating more money!

captures a lot of that quality

and, given a bag of vinegar —
soaked chips by your side,

accurately recalls for me those
niiiiiiLius of refuge.

Unfortunately you have no
choice of color

other
lovingly detailed fruit machine.
Hi-res black on buff however
does make everything crystal

clear including the instructions.

You start with a pound and
have to pay 10p a go. All money
is added and deducted automat-
ically on screen. Other features

include nudge
this very
ion. The apples, pears,

cherries and lemons are there
with one or two little additions.

It's so simple and quite addic-
tive. As lo how generous it is...

well 1 managed to accumulate
about four pounds before
gradually going down below my
original siake. I never managed
to win ihe lop payout of two
pounds and I usually ended up
the poorer. A good game there-

fore to have at a gathering of
friends if you act as the

M.P.

I'uhlisher: Mia

Robin Hood

and especially for those Dragon
owners who feel a little isolated

at ihe moment. Microdeal h
long been associated with this

computer and some of its best

The trick, as 1 understand it,

is lo design a playable game
which has become old hal

re-hash it. In the case of this

game that is what seems tc

You are Robin Hood and
your mission is to rescue Maid
Marian from the clutches of the
wicked Sheriff of Nottinghan
You struggle up-screen, col lee

ing gold on your way, running
and jumping onto platforms.
The Sheriff is hurling stt

down in Kong style and on
upper levels you also haw
avoid arrows. The graphics
very good, smooth and certainly

up to the best standards
achieved in the more expensive

There is also a bonus si

should you rescue Mi
which involves collecting falling

hearts. But that is it.

A joystick is needed
control Robin in what turns o
to be a very playable little

challenge. The rocks being
thrown are accurate and should
you be hit or fall off t

platform you tumble into t

moat below.
Vou are able to choc

Price: £1.99

I'ulilislier: Microdeal

Address: 41 Truro Road, St
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Toppler

Roll up, roll up all the fun of

the fair. Well, at least one of the

stalls) A shooting gallery lhat

offers you some fast moving

With these pocket money
games you aren't going to gel

much variety, with this one
i an interesting

._ the beginning you can

choose between black, buff and
green backgrounds but it's best

to go for the highest resolution,

black. It's joystick controlled

and once you have pressed the

button the targets go across the

screen from the top and snake
down three levels in caterpillar

style. You see a tin man, roller

ball, rabbit and duck but there

is also a bonus target which you

You have 45 bullets to clear

the 30 targets in a generous time

limit of eight minutes. 1 never

did go the whole length of time.

One of the problems is that if

you don't clear the ducks out

quickly, by the lime they've

gone round Ihree times you lose

five bullets for each duck
through. In addition to that if

you hit a bonus target then not

only do you lose that potential

score but they all turn lo ducks.

1 never did get lo Ihe bonus
screen where a lank is supposed

to appear. This is an added
incentive but after lhat you go
back to the original gallery.

Quite an addictive game and
demanding some skill in aiming

your shots. At this price I would
recommend it as one of the

bettercheapics. M.P.

Price: £1.99

Publisher: Microdeal

Address: 41 Truro Road, St

Austell, Cornwall PL25 5JE

ball and wall; tennis player i.

and, most recently, all action

football players or basketball

players. Now we arc laking a

few steps back again.

This game presents very tittle

novelty and graphically is

equivalent to something you
can type in yourself from a
published listing. Even lhat

might make too favourable a
comparison. It's one virtue is ils

cheapness.

Your catchers

of
moved left and right by the

joystick. From the top various

shapes come tumbling down in

a randomised pattern which

ensure !ha( you have to

frantically dash from side to

side and prevent their kituliiut.

That's it folks! Ifyouletone
through you lose a catcher.

Keep clearing ihe screens and it

speeds up a little unless you fall

asleep Hist.

This, I'm afraid, is a bad
example of budget software
which should never sec the light

of shelf space. Particularly

tragic as Dragon software is

difficult to find in any shop. I

can only hope that most people

arc going to take heed of the

guidelines, M.P.

Price: £1.99

PuMishcr: Microdeal

m-

Bubble Blister

The quality of these cheap
game; varies a tremendous
amount . You could go a long
way belore finding anything

lhat is playable and satisfying.

To start wirh you can choose
your colour background which

also affects the delail hence

mosl people stick to black, ll is

a game operated by one joystick

which allows smooth control of

what graphics there are. These

Theb
. __._ e from left ._

preventing bubbles, which look

a trifle squashed, from landing

al ihe bottom. You are given

five catchers stacked one on top

of the other which you must use

to block the bubbles. If you lei

one through you lost a catcher

and [his makes it increasingly

difficult to prevent further

landings.

Three walls of these blisters

arc visible at the top of the

screen and if you survive this

wave then more appear. A score

is accumulated bui there are no
further developments.

Visually, "

e but n

could burst the

bubble of success so far enjoyed

by Microdeal, whose name is

not revealed until the title

screen loads — which is not

surprising really! M.P,

Publisher: Microdeal

Address: 41 Truro Road, St

Austell. Cornwall ,-v

_*S*

Activity Centre
Having been flipped by Triangle

from the same company, 1

eagerly loaded Activity Centre.

The packaging seemed to herald

a musical wordprocessor with

hi-rcsolution graphics and
animation. This I got la see!

1 suppose I had very high

expectations, but 1 was dis-

appointed. The tag "wordpro-

cessor" is a bit optimistic. It's

package which permits text at

the same time. Nevertheless, the

possibilities of such a package
are quite interesting. It could be

used for educational quizzes,

adventure games, etc. Minus

could be used for poster design.

Unfortunately Activity Centre

proved not up to the quiz o
games idea. It can't react d

text, on Is
1 display it.

The graphics section allow

text circles, boxes, and lines,

freehand or joining two points.

There is a copy command —
useful — and a Till command
which only fills rectangular

areas — useless. Try filling a

circle using oblongs! The ani-

mation section allows you to

design two sprites and create a

SO step movement path. By
moving both sprites together

you can produce a moving bird

with flapping wings. The musi

section involves loading

different program module. It

gives the standard range of

tempo, pitch and duration

control; but for only one voice.

The biggest irritation is that it

is all very slow, particularly the

eraphics routines, loading pages

and switching from graphics to

music and back. Overall 1 sup-

pose it offers quite a lot at a

reasonable price if you've got

[he patience.

1.95
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David Ellis shows
how to save your
screens in the

fourth part of our
popular series

In
the last article [here was

a lisi of comparisons bet-

ween certain machine code
and BASIC operations. Of
particular interest were the two
ZSO repeating block load
instructions LDDR and LDIR.
Using just [wo bytes of storage,

they arc very powerful. Try

BASIC program given in

Listing I. Lines 40 to 90, and
130 to 180. perform the same
operations as the LDIR opcode,

repeating block
'

DE id HL
with

held

incremented on each loop. BC
holds the count, and this is

always decremented. When BC
reaches zero, the loop ends. So
what does the program do?

Well, the program saves a

the screen to memmv (lines ]0

to 99). Lines 100 to 190 do the

tsof
. . back tothi

it by typing RUN to save the
screen to memory, and RUN
100 to redisplay the screen. As
you will see, it works, but at a
snails pace! (about 3 minutes).
Now study Listing 2 which is

the machine code equivalent.

It's very similar to the BASIC
program apart from the LDIR
opcode which replaces all those
BASIC lines. Try entering the

values in the DATA statements
by using the BASIC LOADER

Tom
ic lirsi a

RUNning the BASIC
program) enter CALL 30000.
The program will take well

under a second to complete. To

lifference between the speed
nd memory requirements of
iASIC and machine code
rauld be hard to find. The
irogram will work equally well

n Mode 0, 1 or 2.

One small problem docs

>ffset n
d ihis is that tl

One way to make sure thai

the offset is always the same, i:

to issue a MODE command.
This will always set the offset tc

zero. Although this program
works well, it does take I6K of
memory to store the data on the

screen. If you just want to save
the text of a MODE 2 screen
(including all the ASCII
giaphics character) then this

can be done using just 2000
bytes, which is far more
efficient. A routine etists,

called via the "jumpblock'
(&BB60). which will return the
character at the present text

cursor to the Accumulator. All

that needs doing is to set the

each of the 2000

cine
characters to memory. Listi

gives the details of the two
routines, together with the
machine code numbers to enter
in the DATA statements.

In the first program two
loops are set up. The inner loop
counter is held in the H register,

and this holds the horizontal co-

ordinate of the screen. The
outer loop counter is held in

3 register which holds Ihc

n the ci

other to find the ASCII value of
the character at that cursor
position. This ASCII value is

returned in the Accumulator. If

the character cannot be found
in the

'
'character tabic" (e.g. if

it is a graphics line) then a value

of zero is returned. The char-
acter is then stored to memory
and the memory pointer (DE) is

decremented. This is repeated
until all 2000 characters are

completed.
Despite being in machine

code, this will still take about 10

mainly

through the character table for

each of the 2000 characters. The
program to re-displa

is somewhat different, and also

a lot quicker. The BC register

holds the count of 2000. and
the DE register the memory
address, as before. The routine
called at &BB5D not only writes

the contents of the accumulator
to the screen at the present

cursor position — it also

screen position — very useful!

Unfortunately, this routine
does corrupt the DE and BC
registers, which is why Ihey are

PUSHed onto the stack before
calling it and then POPped off
the stack on return from the

The BC register is used

i the

lines of the machim

The
o the top of the st

improved, but 1 have used them
as they are the most easily

understood methods.
Enter the two machine code

programs by using the BASIC
LOADER program and the

the give DATA lines. Once you
have RUN the BASIC program
CALL 30000 will save the

screen contents to memory
(from &6D31 to &7500). and
CALL 30027 will redisplay the

memory contents to the screen.

Try them out and you'll be
impressed. The same comments
as before apply to the screen
offset. In fact, the machine
code routines to get the offset

and sel the offset were given in

my RSX series (issue 103). See if

you can "tag" them onto these

two routines so that the offset

E COMPUTING WEEKLY 9 July li
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This week Shlngo
Sugiura ties up all

In line 1570. 450 bytes of
memory is reserved for the

the current definition ol

the loose ends In
1580-1590 define

'

various character 255 in a safe part

the last of his 1620 this is where the machine 2490-2510 (his routine restores

series on graphics 1620-1930 this routine prints a
the old definition of
character 255

tor the BBC character in the enlarged 8x8 2540-2580 this is a genera
editing grid and also prints function which returns -1 if

' 1 lhis week. I have listed

1 the rest or [he program Each row is broken down
JL we have been studying. 2590-2640 general purpose

As you can see, there is rather a there is a 1 , a white block is

ot of assembly language. 1 printed, otherwise, a full 2650 this function returns
didn't want to include any stop is printed. This is done the lowest significant byte o:

machine code when 1 first for all eight rows. a 16-bit number
decided to do this series bul I'm 1940-2000 is a general routine 2660 this function returns the

afraid BASIC is just not fast or for printing an eight -bit highest significant byte of a
powerful enough when it comes number in hexadecimal 16- bit number
o dealing with numbers at bit 2130-2380 deals with the rota

evel. However, you don't have tion of the character Although 1 haven't explained

o understand what each line 1390-1440 turns the current any of the routines in any
does. AH you need to know is character under develop-

ment upside down and prints

tandle. So here is a brief run- it on the editing grid by structure of the program and 1

down. calling the first machine hope you will find it useful.

1 56ODEFPR0Cassembl

e

1570DIM code 450
15aOasward=&FFFl:as»rch=K,FFEE:aanewl^S,FFE7
1590ch3r=!<70:space=char- + l 1 : spare=&BOO
ltOOFOR pass=0 TD 2 STEP2i PX=cade
1610CDPT pass
1620. enlarge
1630LDA#26: JSRoswrch: LDA#31 : JSR oswrch: LDA#1 : JSRoswrch f

L

DA#2: JSRonwrch
1640LDA#255:STAchar:LDA*SiA:LDX#FNlD(char! : LDYKFNhi (char)
: JSRosword
ls>50LDY#l; .outer
1660LDA char,Y
1670LDX+IB: . inner ASL A:BCC dot
16B0PHA:LDA (*17:JSR oswrch
I690LDA (tl29:JSR oswrchsLDA #32:JSR oswrch
1700LDA #17:JSR oswrch:LDA ttl28:JMP next

HOME COMPUTING WIIKIY :



1710. dot PHA:LDAtt4fc
1720. next JSR oswrch
1730PLA:DEX:BNE inner
1740JSR newline
1750INY:CPY#9:BNE outer
1760LDX#B: .cursor
i770LDA#9:JSR oswrch: LDA#1 1 : JSR oswrct
1780DEX:BNE cursor
1790LDA #31:JSR oswrch: LDA#15: JSR oswr
1SO0LDA char: JSR oswrch
1810LDXH0:.s_loop
1S20LDA char+l,X:STA char ,

X

lB30INX:CPX#9iBNE s_loop
1B40RTS
lB50.newline PHA: TYA: PHAi TXA: PHA
1S60LDA#9: JSR oswrch: JSR oswrch
1870LDA char,YiJSR hen
lSBOLDAttlOsJSR oswrch
1890LDA#B
1900LDX#12j .line
1910JSR oswrch
1 920DEX : BNE line: PLA : TAX : PLA : TAYs PLA
1930RTS

1950PHA:LSR A: LSR A: LSR A:LSR A

19&0J5R cfigitiPLA
1970. digit
1980AND#15:CMP#10:BCC clear
1990ADC #6
2000. clear ADC#i.30: JMP oswrch
2010. define
2020LDA#23s JSRoswrch : LDA#255: JSRoswrch
2030LDX#0: .d_loop
2040LDA char, X: JSR oswrch
2050INX:CPX#B:BNE d_lDop
20faOJMPenlarge
2070. upturn
20B0LDX»0:.up_loop
2090LDA char,X:PHA:INX:CPX#B:BN£ up_loop
2100LDXttO: . loop_up
2110PLA:STA char , X: INX : CPX#8: BNE loop_up
2120JMPdefine
2130.rot_right LDAH255
2I40STA char:STA space
2150JSR rotate:JSR rotate:JSR rotate:LDA
21i>0.rot_left LDA#255
2170STA chanSTA space
2180JSR rotate:LDA char:JMP enlarge
2190. rotate
2200LDX #FNlo<char) : LDY #FNhi (chart
2210LDA #&A:JSR OSword
2220LDX *FNlo(space) :LDY#FNhi (space)
2230LDA »!<A:JSR osword
2240LDX ttchar+1
2250LDY #space+B
2260. rot 1

2270RDL 0,X:TXA:STY char+9:LDX char+9:R0L 0,X
2280TAX: INXiCPX #char+9: BNE rotl
2290LDX #char+l
2300DEY
2310CPY ttspace
2320BNE rotl
2330LDA #23sJSR oswrch:LDX #0

:LDA#1:JSR oswr

harsJMP enl



2340. rot2
2350LDA space, X;JSR oswrch
2360INX:CPX #9
2370BNE rot2
23S0RTS
2390. mirror
240QLDX#0:.m_loop LDA char.X
2410LDYKS: .re_loop
2420RDL char,X:R0R A:DEY:BNE re_loop
2430STA char ,X: I NX : CPXHB: BNEm_l oop
2440JMPde-fine
2430. reserve: LDA#255:5TA spare: LDA#&A! LDXKFNl o (spare) :LDY#FNM (spare)
2460JSRosword ; LDA#&A: LDX#FM o (char ) ! LDY#FNhi (char ) : JSRosword
2470LDfl#23: JSRoswrch! LDA#255: JSRoswrch : LDX#1 : . cop_l oop
2480LDAchar , X : JSRoswrch ! INXs CPX#9: BNEcop_l oop : JMPenl arge
2490. restore
2500LDA#23i JSRoswrch : LDXttO: . res„l ddP
2510LDAspare,X: JSRoswrch: INX : CPX#9: BNEres_l oop: RTS
2520 3NEXT
2530ENDPR0C
2540DEFFNyes
2550PRINTCHR*7"Are you sure?";
25fcOREPEftTB*=GET*
2570UN7ILB$="Y" OR B$="N"
25B0IF B*="Y" =TRUE ELSE -FALSE
2590DEFFNi nput (prompt*, mi nX , max 7. , 1 en -

/.)

2600PRINTprompt$s ! at*=" "
: Z7.=0

2610REPEAT Z*=GET*
2620IF ZS=CHRfl27 AND LEN st*>0 st$=LEFT* (st* ,LEN st*-l ) : PRINTZ*;
2630IF ftBCZ*>-minX AND ABC2*<-m«xX AND LEN st*<len7. st*=st*+Z*: PRINTZS;
2fc40UNTILZ*=CHR$13: PRINT: =st*
2650D£FFNlo(nijmber)=number MOD 256
2660DEFFNhi (number ) =number DIV 256
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GET YOURS
EVERY WEEK!

Fed up of fighting your way through fhe crowd?

Sick and tired of finding your local shop hos

|
sold out?

Fancy having a free binder for your HON?
Why not have a subscription and get your

I favourite magazine delivered to your door each
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it's time to see if it all ADDs up in our
Spectrum machine code for beginners
series from Diana and Colin Smith

In
this, the third in our

series, we arc going 10

cover machine code single

byie arithmetic and the condi-

tional imiruciions equivalent to

BASIC IF/THEN statements.

But first, did you try resizing

the sprite in Part 2?

To make a4i2 character

sprite, address 30015 should
hold 4 and address 30032
should hold 2. The B sprite

characters would t lien be held in

addresses 30042 10 30049.

Let's start by introducing

binary arithmetic which is used

by the computer. This is count-
ing to base 2 rather than to base

10 or the decimal arithmetic we
humans use. A number between
and 255 is stored as a BYTE.

This byte consists of eight Bi-

nary digiTS or BITS. '

a bit is really a switch

mat is cither on (SET) or off

(RESET).
A useful analogy is 10 count

mi voiu tit In lingers, [fa finger

is raised fSFD it represenis a

power of 2, if noi (RESETI it

represents zero. By adding up
Ihe values of the raised fingers.

you gel the value of the byte.

This is illustrated in Fig ).

A consequence of having just

eight fingers (or hits) is thai you
can't have a byte with a value of
more lhan 255 or less than 0.

igdown from 255.

For single byte arithmetic, the

A register Accumulates the

answer. So the instruclion ADD
A.li takes the value in the A
register, adds it to the value in

the B register and stores the

answer back in the A register.

Similarly, SUB (HL) takes the

value of the A register,

subtracts from it the value in

the memory address held in HL
and then stores the answer back

Vou may now be asking your-

self. "Can 1 tell if an addition

has given a result greater than
2557". Luckily the answer is

yes, or we really would be in

trouble. Such an addition gives

a "carry" bit

Insn . fa cl 1 link- IT

processor transfers the carry 1

the Carry Flag. This is a bit

within a additional register

called the F or Flajjs Register.

This register is noi used 10 store

numbers. Instead, individual

to tell us more about Ihe last

calculation or operation on the

A register.

[f an ADD instruclion results

in a carry, the Carrv Flag is

SET, otherwise it is RESET. If

SET,flag i:

RESET. The Sign nag is SET if

a subtraction gives a negative

result, but remember that the

answer in the A register will still

The microprocessor adjusts

these flags automatically and
we can test them if we need to.

So far we have been using the

RET instruction to return from
our machine code routines to

BASIC.This is an unconditional

instruction. There are similar

but conditional return instruc-

RET Z — return if ZERO flag

RET NZ— return if ZERO flag

Flag is

Also, [here arc other, less

monly used, return

Let's try an example. If you
don'l have an assembler, load

the decimal loader program
from the first article in the

series. Make up a DATA state-

ment containing the byte values

of Listing 1 . Run the loader and
key RAND USR 30000 ENTER.

In our example, (he code
prims CHRS A only if wc have

exceeded 255 in the A register.

For single byte numbers, the

IE COMPUTING WEEKLY 9 July I9R5



ADD instruction always adds a
number 10 [he value already in

[he A register. If the sum
exceeds 255 the carry flag is sel.

It's like adding 9 and 5 on your

that you have gone past 10.

a stored in HL. You c;

i this with i : SUB,
ADC, SBC. INC. DEC and CP
instructions. ADC or ADd with

Carry will do an addition as

described above but will add
one if the carry flag is sel.

SuBtract with Carry. SBC,
operates similarly. So sec this in

action, load and run the code in

Listing 2, using PRINT USR
30000 ENTER.
INC B increases the value in

the ! by
conversely DEC C reduces the
value in the C register by one.

As an example load and run
Listing 3 code with RAND USR
30000 ENTER.
The CP or ComPare instruc-

tion is used very often. It is a

special form of the SUB initr lit-

[ion which only affects the flags

and does not change the con-
tents of the A register. Table I

shows the machine code equiva-

lents of the BASIC state IF
(operation) THEN RETURN.
You could substitute one of the

other arithmetic operations
such as ADD or SUB in place of
CP if it is needed in your

In sor

CALL I

raples,

. Conditional
CALL instruclio

CALL Z, addre

to the BASiC
(operation) THEN GOSUB
(line number). You can also

have the equivalent of GOTO.
The J P,address instruction will

JumP directly to the given

bytes relali'

the next instruction. The way of
counting this displacement is

the same as described for the

DJNZ,dis instruction covered

in Pan 2 of this series. If you
have an assembler, it will do the

calculations for you. Listing 4
prints the larger of the values in

the A and B registers. You
could play with this by POK-
ING different numbers into

addresses 30006 and 30008
before running (he code with

RAND USR 30000 ENTER.

IF... THEN Construction

x = y LD A,x CP y RET Z
x 1 y LD A,x CP y RET NC
x (. y LD A,y CP x RET NC
x < y LD A,x CP y RET C
x > y LD A,y CP x RET C

In assembler, x may be a number, a register or an indirect address.

The A register could also be loaded with a direct address.

RET could be substituted by CALL — equivalent to BASIC
GOSUB - or by JP or JR — equivalent to BASIC GOTO.

30000 LD A,2

30002 CALL 5633

30005 LD A.221

30007 LD B.IOO

30009 ADD A,B
30010 RET NC
30011 RST 16

30012 RET

IS B-IOO
IIH

1?H A =A +
?nn
VII Print A
21)1 Return

LI
Listing I

Example of ADC

.;imi LD BC.0 1 B = 0. C =

30003

30005

3<xni7

LD

ADD

LD

A.200

A,60

A,0

62 A = 200
200
198 A = 20O + 60 = 4. carry flag sel

60
62 A = 0, clear A

30009 ADC A,0 206 AddwithcarryA = + + carry(l)

31X11 1

30H12
LD
RL-/I

C,A 79 C = A = I

201 Return

30000 LD A,2

30002 CALL 5633

30005 LD C,97

30007 LD B,26

30009 LD A,C

Iters of the alphabet

\ hold C

30000 LD A.2

30002 CALL 5633

30005 LD

30007 LD

HOMf: COMPUTING WEEKLY <
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This week Cllve Gifford looks at

Quicksilva's Drum Kit and Acornsoft's

Creative Sound. Read on to find out if

they set his feet tapping

rhis week's column is con-

;erned wilh reviews of two

products for Ihe BBC Micro.
Quicksilva and one

Quicksilva's Drum Kit has

been available for some while

bul is worth looking al. It is one

of Ihe few percussion packages

for any home computer. This is

strange when you consider thai

to turn your computer into a
programmable drum machine

generator is a far

it as a real time synthi

genuine musician can use such a

device to provide a backing

track for him or her to play

their main instrument or instru-

i.The

Priced at £14.95, it is sparsely

packaged by today's standards.

The little booklet that comes
with the cassette esplains the

program's features very clearly

and concisely. On loading the

demonstr '
"

"

which is frankly,

The system operates in real

time continuously playing the

rhythm that is set on the screen.

Editing a rhythm is incredibly

easy, thanks to using the cursor

There are four actual drum
sounds. Snare which is quite

realistic as is the Bass drum.
Electro which is fair and Sticks

which is akin to that infuriating

beep thai one hears on every

sub-£100 Casio synthesiser.

There is an option to alter the

actual beat voices, but I found

it quite difficult to obtain a

reasonable alternative sound

and was disappointed that the

suggest any alternative values.

In addition to the four sounds,

there is an accent feature

allowing you to put extra

emphasis on individual beats. I

found this lo be quite useful.

Apart from the editing proce-

dure already described, the user

can play his rhythm in real-lime

by pressing the corresponding

keys and see it entered on the

screen grid. This feature is quite

difficult to master but could be

is chock-full of programs.

1 loaded the first program

from the tape and found myself

a little su prised by this opener.

It demonstrates Fourier syn-

thesis, which is fine, but,

of course, nee'

analogue conve
produce genuine results,

program does nothing r

than draw a couple of different

graphs and we are told that
' a you have a DAC, you

very rewardini

ist. of cc >, beaThere
size of the

rhythm, but the Drum Kit al-

lows up to 4000 beats for each

enough for most purposes.

Rhythms can also be saved and
loaded from tape.

The features seem quite im-

pressive but the complete
package does not live up to e»

pectations. It is difficult to pii

point exactly what was wrong.

,'ould single

[he n sappoi

. the Drum Kit is

priced. If it ever comes down to

a Ttver, then it's worth buying.

Creative Sound from Acorn-

soft is a far better package
value- for-money wise. The
book sells for £9.95. but

Acornsofl have wisely packaged
this together with a cassette

containing the longer programs
from the book. The book itself

is a quality introduction

field of music making
BBC. Taking you from basics,

it leads Jou righl through all the

features that you need to know.
It has some similarities with

Gary Herman's book that I re-

viewed in the last column; it is

not for the total beginner tc

either programming or the prin-

cipals of music and sound but il

elike!
t the waveforms

Feeling a little miffed by this,

I started loading and using a

number of ihe other programs.

A number of them were simple

and several were doubiful ir

elusions in a serious book o

sound construction. Every
other program on the first side

of the tape seemed tc

form generator or a sound

effect, many of which w
rather poor. Imaginat
though I can be, my mind
doesn't stretch to believing that

Iherantingsofthe BBC's sound

chip when controlled by the en-

velope given in the book equal a

car's engine turning over.

grams are of the highest quality.

The highlight of all the pro-

grams must be the Music Com-
This progrs

followed by a number i

demonstration tunes of which

Adagio was by far the most
impressive. If this is what can

be done with this progran

by entering the various parts

using the code format provide
'

then it justifies much of the cc

of the package on its own. Un-
fortunately, the other demon-
stration tunes were not as good.

Tubercular Bells, the authors'

variation on the Mike Oldfield

classic, was definitely ill-timed

(a terrible pun).

In conclusion the package is

well worth purchasing if you

IheE Z Micro and

HOMfH COMPUTING WTliKI.Y <
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Paul Longfhorne shows us how fo give

the C64 a musical keyboard

This program converts the '64s

keyboard into a musical key-

board, covering four octaves.

Each row of the keyboard

when a key is pressed, inlo 52
bytes of memory, starling al

location 49500. These codes
correspond to Ihe keys which

will be used to play a note. They
include the four function keys

MY © 1.. o
'"' <;, * B < t i " D* 1 ! l.»

©
G a* A A , !< ( C* 1) 1.1=. [

1 F*

© o
,,,. > \ -- I* I D I)., 1

1 r*

© ®
..,. v K* » D [>,. E 1

1.

Hew It worfci

The program is situated in th

lop 4K of RAM, starting t

location 49IS2.
It first loads Ihe key code;

for future expansion of the

program to include synlhesising

facilities.

The low bytes and high bytes

of Ihe frequencies for each nole

are loaded into memory starting

at location 41*600. Locations
49600 to 49651 contain the low
bytes of the notes, and 49652 to

49703 contain the high bytes.

Next, the machine code
program is loaded into memory

starting at location 49152.
Finally, the program sets

volume al full, by placing lite

number in 15 in location 54296,

and allows [he user to define the

sound envelope for Ihe notes by
enicring Tour numbers in the

range lo 15, which set the

attack, delay, sustain, and
release values of the envelope.

>.!!i key codes lo see if

If present, control eots from
the loop lo the pan of the

program which loads the
'

'

'

and low bytes of the nole

the registers of Ihe sound chip

does this by using indirect

two high bytes in memory.
On exit from the key press

routine, the V register contains

a number unique lo lhat partic-

ular key. This number points lo

the memory locations which
contain the high and low byles

of the note when used in direct

irnh.\cil uddressing.

Depressing the Fl key allows

sound envelope. To exit from
Ihe program, press the STOP
key, and the RESTORE key.
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Keep your head
down as the bricks

fall out of

Nigel Thomas's wall

'ou have just 100 seconds or.

lis game to demolish the wall

)o swinging ball at the end o: a

jng chain for you though, jus:

bouncing ping-pong ball.

You have only three chance-

o remove the whole wall un£ il

ou run out of lime you lose

me of to

lfyi
completely then

The bat is moved using the L
md X keys but if you warn to

inderstand the point scoring

nethod you will have to check

he listing very carefully.

VorTdbUs

VDU23:8202;0;0; P

Other VDU 23's re

930-990 end of g
1000-1 MO innrui

1150-1180 losl a

.f.l: :. •.{ ..'

23BCDLOUR2:C

32BPRINTrAB(K

SBHPRINTTABIJ

4BBC0LQUR3

42BPRINTTABCJ

32BPRlNTTfl8tK

6BBPRINTTOB(G
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Ifan advertisement
iswrong we're here

to put it right.

the press, in print,

aosters or in the cinema which you find

icceptable, write to us at the address below. 4
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jA. Dep, 3 Brack Home. Tumnsion Place London WCIE 7HN
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f^t>,
P
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1
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*"?«* " re
1 No II 1 1 1 1 M 1 1 M_jg_

on my itiiero in several y«»n" HCW 1

Name./Add „
• AMSTRAD" BBC* COMMODOREo4» ELECTRON • SPECTRUM

|

or PRESS JOYSTICK BUTTON!
\

|

INCENTIVE. Mlo-i^iS-...,^ Rc.^.r.. Berkshire RGi 4SQ.(0.-i4)59IM8.



Jon Revis has been I

frying out two new 1

products from
Watford Electronics

— and he loved

them!

Watford Electronics has
recently released two ROMs
which are aimed ai making life

easier for the doi matrix primer

Over the years 1 have found

come just as addictive as space

invaders. Once you have got the

word processor bug you will

probably find that every item of
correspondence ihat leaves your

home has to be primed. Un-
fortunately even the quality of

prim produced by an Epson
printer is not adequate for some
of the more official letters. This

problem can be overcome in

two ways, you can pay out over

£500 for a daisy wheel letter

quality primer or you can pur-

chase the Epson Near Letter

Quality ROM from Watford
Electronics.

The NLQ ROM allows any
Epson FX or RX printer to do a

pretty good impersonation of

its more expensive cousin, the

daisy wheel. A word of

itible

:r of an Epson c

n-iih

Watford that the NLQ ROM
wiil work with your particular

primer before actually buying

the ROM as it doesn't work

"compatibles".

Using the ROM is a two stage

process, firstly the ROM must

be initialised, [his is done using

the 'NLQnn command where
nn is the model number of the

printer eg. 80
r FX80 or 100 *

FXI00. By folloi

mand with a two
decimal number the . ..

to select which area of RAM the

ROM is to use as workspace

e.g. * NLQ80 OB will select

RAM which is normally re-

served for the function keys.

Should no address be specified

then the cassette buffer is use
'

as the default workspace.

Having initialised [he ROM
can then be accessed, directly

via the command -NLOTYPE,
from BASIC using VDUI.129,
or from Word wise via the

embedded command OCT 29,

View users will need to purchase

a separate printer driver for t

further £7,50,

The ROM allows the use of a

selected few of the normal
printer facilities, these consist

of Enlarged text. Underlined

text, and Proportional ten.

The quality of the printed

text is excellent, even under

close scrutiny the individual

dots are not visible. The NLQ
ROM provides an inexpensive

way of obtaining a high quality

printout.

The second offering in this

printer duo is called Dump Out
3 and is a machine code screen

dump utility ROM. Dump Out
3 enables the user to produce
both graphic and text screen

dumps in any of the BBC's nine

screen modes (yes even mode
eight!). These dumps can be
performed on over 19 different

models of dot mairi* printer.

The command which initiates

the graphics screen dump is

•G1MAGE, this command can

be used with varying degrees of

complexity, the simplest form
consists of 'GIMAGE Xprinter

typeX where the printer type is

specified by a three letter code.

By following the command with

any or all of the 14 optional

parameters then the user is able

! the

window, the sides of the bo
noved in any directio:

[| graphics window of

the i

ier similar

pressing the "P" key
displays the co-ordinates which

would be required by the

VDU24 statement in order ti

produce the same window ii

: of your own programs, this

light m

dump through
degrees, reduce

dump, plus ni

options. With
ROMs which al .

tiple parameters to be used, the

parameters
in a specific order. If the only

option required just happen- *-

be the seventh option i

values must also be entered for

the first six. Dump Out
prefixes each paramter val

with a single letter thus allowi

individual parameters to

command's

•GW1NDOW displays a

hich represents the graphics

otherwise laborious task. The
•GW1NDOW command
also be used in conjunction

the 'G1MAGE command,
when used in this way the i

can selectively print one spo
area of i he screen.

Should the user be only ir

ested in the text present o
screen the command *T1MAGE
can be used, this rapidly sends

all text to the printer displayin;

any graphics present as aster

isks. *TWlNDOW work) in in.

same way as -GW1NDOW bu
specifies a text window.
Dump Out i comes complete

with an excellent manual which
fully explains every command
and its associated parameters.

The ROM provides a rapi

'

means of producing his

quality screen dumps from yoi

own programs with the mir

With these two ROMs ii

stalled in your machine you
have the facilities at your
fingertips to fully utilise that

often underused peripheral, the

J.R.

Price: Near Letter Q
Rom: £25.30
Dump Out 3 Rom: £27.61
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If you travel to the continent or just

like eating In French restaurants then
Margaret Webb has some good advice

for you and your micro

French Language
Learning Programs

Parlez — vous francais? If nol

maybe this is Ihe lime 10 think

about learning Ihe language.

for ;

course. There are several

programs available for the
Commodore 64 and Spectrum
computers which could prove
useful to both the serious user

or the traveller who only wants
enough to help him through
reading a timetable or the labels

in a supermarket.
When searching for the

progra
i. For i

look i

you may want to look at one of
the programs with a games
format. Chalksoft's Eiffel

Tower tests vocabulary by
asking the user to translate

rewarded with a stage of Eiffel

Tower being built. Sulis's 'Just

a Mot' has two different games;
one a Space Invaders type game
where you shoot down the

wrong translation and another
where you match a word in the

first column with its translation

in the second. Both these pro-

vocabulary oi

the words oi

b by pulling

Kosmos's French Mistress use

this approach. The former deals

only with French verbs and does
not explain adequately what the

where they would be used. The
latter deals — on two separate

cassettes — with a wide range of
vocabulary and other parts of
grammar e.g. verbs, adverbs.

original groups. However they

could prove to be very boring

and in the long run counter

It would seem logical there-

fore to look for something
which is fun, without losing the

point of the program, but which
still has enough educational

content to make it useful
without it sending the user to

sleep. Dr Michael Gruneberg
seems to have mel and mastered

this problem with his Linkword
approach to language teaming.

Protek were marketing the

Gruneberg Intermediate Link-

word Language Course. It

aimed at the user wilh a b:

kmwlaigi: of French. It i

oiinpcchtrisivc course cons

ing of thirty three sections e.

dealing with a specific .

revision topic plus a chunk of
vocabulary. It is designed s

that, after about fifty houi

use, you will have gained a

extensive vocabulary and all if

major grammar points necei

sary to master the language. All

of this is done without falling

into the inevitable trap of total

boredom.
Dr. Gruneberg is Senior

Lecturer in Psychology at

University College Swansea ant"

he has used his expertise I

design this course. Every time

new word or concept is to b

learnt the reader is asked n

visualise Ihe word in an unusual
way. For example when learn-

ing the French for cat — chat —
you arc asked to visualise a eai

sitting on the knee of the lati

Shah of Iran; thus giving s

mind jogger for both the word

When learning genders —
important in all foreign langu-

ages — feminine words
memorised by using the image
of perfume and masculine by

the use of boxers and a boxinj

ring. Thus it is easy to remem
ber that a French goat i

perfume to disguise the smell

and that a French dog is a boxer

sitting on a boxer's knee.

Learning gender was always a

weak spot with me but I found

When it comes to learn

vetbs a similar approach is u
with equally good results. "

package is available for the

Sinclair Spectrum but Audio-
genic has a similar package
available for the Commodore
64 which does nol pre-suppose
any prior knowledge. This must
be the best method 1 have comt
across for language learning, i

is fun and informative.
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language you wan

people you may ca

Longman's French '

look a
' Level

In addition lo the

basic language text there is a

detailed section covering the

regions, towns, and produce of

Finally, remember that there

are limitations to learning a

language by computer. None of

the programs I have seen have

had an audio-tape so that learn-

ing to speak the language is

difficult. However this is a
minor point which can be
rectified by your going abroad
and trying out your new skills!

Program: French Mistress Tapes
A&B
Publisher: Kosmos Software, 1

i Close, Harlington,

Dunstable, Beds

i: C64, Spectrum

Price: £8.95

Machine: C64

Price: £12.95

Program: The Gruneberg Inter-

mediate Linkword Language

Publisher: Prolek Computing,
la Young Sq, Brucefield Ind
Pk, Livingstone

Bafflns Lane, Chicheste

Machine: C64 & Specm

Program: Eiffel Tower

Machine: C64, Spectrum

Price: £7.95

Publisher; 1 oiigmans Softwi

Longman Group. Fourth A
Harlow

BSlTTEJ

EMGLAMD
MEEDS
YOU!!!

ENGLISH SOFTWARE Poducer of

HEHRY'S HOUSE for the CBM 64, COLOSSUS
CHESS 3.0 for ATARI, and the ATARI "JET-BOOT

JACK' SMASH HITS range, urgently requires HOW
high quality programs for:

5PECTRUM/QL AH5TRAD CBM 64/128

ATARI XL/XEJ5T MSX

Fora professional evaluation, and positive advice,

send game programs/samples of your work.

In strictest confidence, to:

The Software Manager,
English Software,

1 Morth Parade, Parsonage Gardens,

Manchester M60 1BK, Tel: 061-835 1358
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Brian Jones has given Trigsoft's GT
Loader the once over on his C64 and

here's his verdict

. io anyone who has, afler

months or years of using :he

tape drive, just got a disc drive

and Ihey will overwhelm you
'

;h the joys and advantages of

:ir latest acquisition. Talk to

:m again a few months later

and, whilst they still enthuse
over the advantages, they will

o doubt have started to feel

le limitations of the speed of

le I Ml disc drive.

loading from disc can take

means that you don't have to

keep removing and replacing

the cartridge before and alter

using a program with which it

doesn't work at all and may
even stop it loading properly —
like Easyscript. which I'm using

Of .

while a five pan game of 1 ,9,9,9

and 70 blocks was almost
halved from the usual 66
seconds down lo 36. Some
games load different set

from disc during the game;
Space Taxi the GT load worked
but not with Jumpman. The ad-

vantage you get depends on t!

sort of programs that you lo

most often. Anyone using le

programs will

aloim

unplicarimis packages.

There is another bonus to

cartridpe. It makes the normal
load and save commands dis-

orientated So SHIM ED
RUN/STOP loads the "

in stuff their machines full of
program in less time than it

takes lo nip off and grab a can
of something cool from the

fridge, the poor 1541 owner has

time to boil the kettle and brew
fresh coffee.

s with many of the areas

re Commodore has, per-

haps for very good reasons, left

prove the basic package, there is

i thriving industry of '

'

J Mifm: I fill I

v buy replacement

chips, speed-loader programs
and cartridges lo improve the

performance of what must be
the slowest disc drive on the

ket. The trouble is that

; of them I've heard of.

k with all software. So is

something that only works
rome of the time worth having?
Having used the Trigsoft GT

Loader Cartridge I have come
that the

answer is yes. Trigsoft has done

i perhaps more impor-

o remove any disad-

_ s. To this end they have

Titled an on/off switch so that

for programs that use HIRAM,

program
I

is the

i loaded. Il also

parts. Onec the

loads in the next part. During
that ftrsi run il may spend a

number of seconds selling up
things such as sprites before it

continues with the load. So,

when Trigsoft claims "approxi-

mately four times fasler" for

load times, lhat may not show
on your slop-walch. Bui even

with a one block program 1

couldn't clock over a three fold

increase in speed. That's still a

good enough improvement for

which to be grateful. The big

letdown comes with programs
that don't use the load routine

ROM. When that happens the

load speed reverts to the old

slow 1541 standard. Unfortuna-

tely this is the case for quite

a bit of commercial soflwarc,

particularly the latest releases.

Multiplan. the Spreadsheet I

use — and would use more were

it not for its dreadfully slow

disc accessing— loaded the first

two sections at speed then went

back to normal for the third

part. The result was to knock
iff ihe normal

t SO a iding

. A 154 block game
r hand was reduced from
seconds to 41 seconds,

loads the program called PROG
from disc, while SAVE"PROG
saves PROG t

normal speed. Also useful is

LOAD"$ which displays the

directory without erasing the

program in memory.
The cartridge con

dcai instructions including how
of the rt

i the c

lhat programs
use the RAM under the Kerm
ROM will function properly.

Even ihe most electronically

ignorant could follow their

diagra:

mplet

er: Trigsoft

s: 161-163 Rutlai

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY <



In our sixth and
final article on
BASIC conversion,

Peter Green looks

at the flow of data
to and from your
computer

to

o
Q
Z
<

saving or loading programs or

data on [ape or disc. Any other

kind of I/O in a BASIC pro-

gram is probably too machine-

specific commands in the

BASIC, LLIST and LPRINT,
which respectively list the pro-

gram lo the printer and send

strings and variables to the

printer instead of the screen.

The Oric works this way: so
does the Spectrum, but it also

offers COPY. This sends a copy
of the screen display to the

printer, but as no other com-
puter has a built-in screen dump
facility you can't convert it.

The other system, found on
the Amstrad. BBC and Com-
modore 64, uses "channels",

"streams" or files (on the 64).

What happens to a particular

piece of data depends on which

O
example, PRINTing U

rad, foi

LfST#8 or LIST
1000-2000, #8 to list all or

some of your BASIC program
on the printer.

The BBC is even simpler.

only, and not the screen,

using "FX3, but most pe
don't seem to bother.

The Commodore 64 US
system of file numbers
device numbers to identif'

streams. The full details

complicated, but to simp

suppose your source prog

This "opens" a file called 3

on device 4, which is usually the

printer. Then printing somt
thing to file 3 causes it to appet

on the printet, not the scree

t

This works until file number 3

closed, using CLOSE#3. Now
PRINT #3 gives an error. File

numbers are just labels and can
range from 1 to 255.

cmd3 is used to redirect any-

thing normally sent to the

screen lo file 3 instead. This is

how you gel listings, for

example.
You may find odd CHRSOs

in texl sent lo a Commodore

printer. These are necessary tt

switch things like upper ant

lower case. Other BASICS are

happy with straight ASCII.

Chain Sfores

Sometimes (or often, on the

minule memory of the Beeb) it

is necessary to load a program
in several sections, each part

loading and running the next.

On the BBC the CHAIN
command is used to do this: all

normal variables are I

up to 26 integer value

passed from one progra

next in the "resident integer

variables" AVt-ZVe.
Another popular technique is

to save and load blocks of

binary data, usually new

displays. The BBC command
for a binary LOAD is -LOAD
"'dataname".
The Commodore 64 i

needs LOAD "progname"
program to load and at

using VDU2. everything

that goes to the screen also go
to the printer stream (tl

display keeps pausing to let tl

printer catch up). The printer

turned off using VDU 3. VDU
means PRINT CHRSQ. Asso-

ciated commands are *FX5 plus

a number to specify a serial i

parallel printer, and *FX8
choose a serial baud rate. Ol

memory locations 45-50 in C64
source programs that use this

technique. Ignore it: it's to stop

long programs overwriting the

variables of earlier, sh

The Spectrum uses LOAD
"progname", which auto-runs

from a line number speciflt

the original SAVE comrr
Also, variables are saved <

tape along with the program,

and these values replace any
existing ones after the LOAD.

Binary data is loaded using

the form LOAD "dataname"
CODE, and there's a special

version to simplify the saving

and loading of screen displays:

LOAD "name" SCREENS.
The Oric is similar in son

ways to the Spectrum, though

here you use the command
CLOAD "progname". The
new program will only auto-run

if it was originally CSAVEd
using an AUTO specification.

And you need to tell the

computer whether it was !

at a fast or slow speed (using

CLOAD "progname". S), or it

won't load the program. For

binary data you even ha

i, thus

s for a TEXT or LORES
i display, incidentally).

: Amstrad is much moi



programs in lokenised or ASCI]
protected or un-

proiected.
'. The c

puler worts out the speed and
type from ihe header, and
accordingly. To auto-run a

BASIC program you use
CHAIN "progname" lo keep

variables, or RUN
"progname" lo wipe [hem.

Variables for posterity

final use for [he casseiie

base, or filing, programs,

rds of names and addresses

BASIC variables and lo

ordinary variables on
SlKYirum can only be save

loaded together witli the r

'ie BASIC program. Hov
lands tl

The whole cor

The BBC. A
Commodore 64 ;

(a) Commodore HASH .

(hi BBC BASIC and
:l Anmrad's I ouvnoiiit:

BASIC

Ihcn variations of [he PRINT
and INPUT
used to place data i

off, lhe tape. Any BASIC
variables can be wrillcn out in

this way. The Beeb and the 64
also let you read data back in as

single bytes, but Ihis facility is

nol available on the CPC464.
the Beeb commands are
BPUT # and BGET « ,

while

on the C64 it is GET* : in each
case the Tile number goes after

the *.
Listing 1 gives equivalent

versions or filing Tor each of the

three machines, lo save and
load different types of vari-

ables. Note thai the CPC464

three machines can delect the

end-of-file: ihe BBC uses

EOF rf
, l he CPC464 uses EOF.

and the Commodore has to test

if bit 6 of the syslem variable ST

The Oric is the easiest of all

lo deal wiih; it doesn't have any
commands at all for saving or
loading BASIC variables!

The last word
That's the end of the wrin. It's

covered the most basic BASIC,
though there are still a loi of
quirks Tor you lo Rod and
experiment with. Jusi remem-
ber the golden rules: break
up ihe source program into

manageable chunks, decide
what each hit does, and do the
same thing in your target
HASH.', liood luck!



Nothing ventured

After buying jour magazine i

for two weeks, i was

amazed to find tha; you

have no adventure helplini

No decent computer

iews of Jammin lor the

nstrad CPC4M. one of
I which was released by

P TasVet and [he utlioi by

Atnsoft. Both of these

a sfamc li-uing for the CM.
I'm 'urc there are one or

two people in the ci'untty

who have recently bought

;

CM and I'm sure they enjoy

using it. But for the 50,01"

know how to t

[he BASIC, how about a

listing or two. I'm sure il

von stalled a Spectrum
Welcome 1.1 BASIC you

would hear a few

complaints. Be fair. Print

the games listings and ge\

HH of or shorten Welcome
BASIC. And, if you do

prim ,i listing, then no
Breakout or Space Invad

KItrnn Kyan. N»weoiH»

We're very sorry li
.

have found so man} fault*

wilh the magazine, Kieran,

espeeiully since ynu arc a

new reader. However, if yt

continue to buy HCW. y
wiltfind that many ofyo
criticisms arc unfounded.

We rim our Ventures

and will be pleased tt.

I for the Oric/Atmos
' computers, may be

interested to note that

te developed a met!

formal. Some existing i

are afraid of upgrading their

system because they do nol
"

'i to lose their original

1 also think that the old

icrsirm 2 interface cables

|
3, thus avoiding the expense 1

' purchasing a new cable

d scrapping the old.

Unfortunately I am unable

im exisriiiu version cable is

a prototype, and therefore

not identical to those

supplied by 1TL and Tyrel.

Anyone who is interested

Aihlon-ln.Maktr

rating. The game is in fact a
conversion of my original

game for the Commodore &
which you gave a five star

I would be grateful if yc
would point out to your
readers that I had nothing

to do whatsoever wilh this

conversion and I disassociate
|

myself from il completely.

hugs, is poorly programmed
'

and totally lacks the feel ar' 1

style of the original. II

would have been belter for

Tasfcset nol to bother with

We would like to point u,

that Tony's letter contain

id potential programme!

Although h

andard for a programmer tt

1 sign away all the rights to a

|
program in exchange for a

I payment of some kind. In sut

I r-o.vci the program, name and
I idea then belong lo the

I company concerned and the ,

I programmer has no further say'

hat happens to the game
lea. In most cases this

:n't cause any difficulty

but there are occasions like

his one where il can.

We would advise all

programmers to have any
contracts that they are offered

checked very carefully and if

they are not happy wilh the

conditions they should have
the contracts amended before

signing. We would further
advise that you should never

-ell a program or idea withoi

i contract at all. Your solicit

it other professional advisoi

should be consulted before
sign anything of this

LETTERS PAGE
WEEKLY 9 July 1985
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SOFTWARE
Fortnight Ending June 25, 1985

\\*VA\\
Up and coming

Whal a sialic chart! We thought

that things were quiet last time

change it's almost unbelievable.

Il could be that the holiday

season is starting and only the

well-known games are
:

but a quick scan of the i

suggests thai there are
I

making the chart at all.

Booty is still selling and
comes in at number 29 this

week, over eight months after

9 release. Budget softwar
bviouJy wllins, ilu-'re are

games from Firebird
Mastetironic in the bottom 30
of the chart

.

Dun Darach, th

Tir r "Nog,

joined Ihe main chart at number
12.

Keep on buying Soft Aid, a

quarter of a million is a good
total but if you could make it

half a million pounds il would
help many more people!

:



Its a real puzzle of a competition this week courtesy of

Incentive Software. There are over thirty prizes for lucky

readers

!

JU*L
dims*

2
OC

00

o
OQ

'cck'* pri?c will have
running round in

:<. chating your [ail,

Soft-are. whose

AnKirad.Specirum
BBC7£leclron ha<

like Confusion ihey

mated produciion plant for Ihe
<

- •• < '•• .- and iiorage of Ihe

deadly Conluziun bombs and
your i.:m is i destroy ihe whole
complex by eiinunainiK lh«

thai .;!.,: i.

i pji/W based upon Ihi

s. All you have lo do i:

her aeain! Ihe

hardwood and n won

.lion nl ;i numbtr m' hli-jl^

have .i i'usl' built imo them.

sliding Ihe block* around

tsuul fus*box [he

icn length of fuse is

cconds that lengih

. cuing -• ijh irtc •tuition

mole /uiiw in ihe bomb!

many mind'. "Ill Ii lake

¥ Ihr homo goes i

"

Don't lorgci 10 write, clearly,

he lime your path lakes lo burn
in the back oi the envelope.



Confuzion Compef/ffoi

tnlry Coupon

ESSSS, .Friday, JalySs, IW>.
ffiESi

; '7



HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY CLASSIFIED
Lineage:

35p per word Q S
Semi display: £7.10 per single column centimetre

Ring for information on series bookings discounts£
01-437 0699
EXT 322.
Send your requirements to:

David Home
ASP LTD.
I Golden Square,
London W1R 3AB

HEM1-
CE

pk'v,

CIIMIM
IKE lll>

v \r Mil

EH

591 , ,i

'„,

Repairs n'
spares
Register

SINCLAIR
COMPUTER REPAIRS

s" a
A IKS

"£*; . .^"Z'^tl^Z.^

COMPUTER REPAIRS
IN SOUTHEND I

RING <02M) 2JM45

~«
.,,,..!..,

H"-—

'

Sis=S.:-,X"»'.T=" -TZSi ^V^:'Z, ;ss
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENT
ORDER FORM

DHPT-, HOMF COMI'KIISG tt

When you need fast computer repairs

v •

CLASSIFIED RING 01-437 0699

Programs are always supplied on

cassette and arc accompanied by full

details of the program variables, how
the program works and any hints on

conversion you can offer. Please type

these details double spaced. Listings

are helpful but not essential. What is

vital is that the programs should be

completely error free, so please

double check.

Always use a coupon firmly fixed to

the back of your envelope, and fully

complete and enclose the cassette

inlay card.

We are particularly interested in

programs with less than 100 actual

lines of BASIC. All submissions are

acknowledged.

Send your
programs to

HCW!
HOME COMPUTINGS
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YOU

AVIEWtoAKILL
the ComputerGame
YOU will become
James Bond

in his first arcade/adventure
available on Spectrum 48K,
Commodore 64, and watch out

for Enterprise 64, Amstrad,
USX and others

ORDER YOUR COPv NOW DT

easesenorre copies a1 ~A view io

£10.99 ( no iRl". pottage aio pecking)

inclose ,icfeojo/PO lo-C

You may onlci Dy access U Visa D Amencan Exorese D By pi

telephone (01-94? .WJ -.6. :>i i i<_L nouns only
Pleasear^i~,CREDITCAnDD 3-gnan,™ .. .

n



Fun and games
Summer 85

Cheering -whistling -shouting crowd with their banners aloft set the l^^
-

scffne for a lively game of FIVE A SIDE played at a fast and furious f ^u

pace where the skills of passing and shooting are as essential as speed.

Match your skills against the computer at three skill levels or play

against another opponent.

Before the kick off, the crowd give their enthusiastic support by

singing "Here We Go".

Penalty shoot outs are one of many star features of this game.

zn

y
OUT ON A MMB
FEE - FIE - FO - FUM

I smell the blood of an Englishman

HA - HA - HA - HA - HA!
OCT ON A MMB Will Jack be warned by the mocking sinister speech of the giant or will

he continue his quest to retrieve the family fortune with nothing but

his agility of mind and body to help him.

jj'-) ,| ,l„
I

.l|„l', l|gg


